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Our armies might advance a mile a day and
we blockade the enemy to his knees, or whe
Admiral David Beatty
January 27, 1917

Imagine this country's sufferings after four y
cattle 32 percent. The weekly per capita co
amount of available milk by half. Women's m
Tubercular-related deaths up 72 percent; the
ulceration of the eyes, and hunger edem
marketing, and hoarding widespread. And 7
wartime blockade. This country is not "per
caused was not by unrestricted submarine
Jay Winter, did not fall short of being a wa
unrestricted submarine warfare?
The Definition

The concept of "total war" is a vexing one
"total" application of all available armed fo
annihilation of the adversary? Does it trans
victory? Reference guides offer little assistan
American Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washingto
civilian reference guide, Edward Luttwak an
war" warns the reader: "The term is propaga
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For the purpose of assessing the "proce
unrestricted submarine campaign of 1917, I
Clausewitz in Book Eight, Chapter Two, of O
of reference," as a "state of absolute perfect
wars by." A nation or ruler seeking to app
wage war "without respite until the enemy
until one side dictated political terms to
tempered by "extraneous matters" such as
of man."

Few military leaders read Clausewitz; eve
Tirpitz, the architect of Germany's High Sea
in the first great naval battle" of a war. In ot
"absolute" or "total" war. And General Eric
War, allowed that the very concept simply t
in the book championed unrestricted subma
The Vision

The first torpedo in the great debate over
December 22, 1914. During an interview pub
admiral threatened "total" submarine warfa
whether Germany truly intended to blockad
the utmost, why not? - England wants to star
England and destroy each and every ship th
o f "setting London in flames in a hundred
blockade would be more effective."

A fellow naval officer, Captain Magnus vo
shortly after the start of the war gained in
Arthur Conan Doyle. In 1913 the creator of S
o f England's Peril," wherein he suggested
defeated by eight (!) small hostile submar
merchant shipping. Levetzow passed the pie
as to Kaiser Wilhelm II, and thereby claimed

In an even more bizarre way, Rear-Admir
wanted Germany to turn to unrestricted su
service at Berlin in 1916, Hollweg experie
"Power and Glory" of the Lord's Prayer. "Th
us the power for the will to victory, Thou Go

After the war, Allied leaders in their memoirs
of winning the war by way of the U-boats. Th
and despair that met him when he arrived at
winning" the war. "They will win," Admiral
losses [603,000 tons in March] - and sto
solutions to the problem, the first sea lor
Indeed, Jellicoe was most pessimistic th
submarines. On April 27, he cried out in exas
of the submarine threat. "Disaster is certa
disaster and it is useless and dangerous in t
Admiral Sir David Beatty, was fully convince
on and below the seas.

Nor were the sailors alone in their gloom. Pr
submarine campaign . . . very nearly achieve
quotable Winston Churchill confirmed ever
greatest conflict ever decided at sea." Ter
"among the most heart-shaking episodes
been within their grasp in the spring of 191
the British islands, but the foundations of t
began to loom black and imminent." In shor
the Admiralty that Germany had crossed the
The Promise

There can be no question that the promis
"total" war. Success by slide-rule calculatio
both official and private, on the issue of un
analyze the best known and most critica
Holtzendorff on December 22, 1916. Therein
be forced to sue for peace within five mont
fact, estimates of Britain's demise due to th
months (Holtzendorff). Assuming that Britai
Holtzendorff argued that the U-boats could
500,000 tons per month thereafter as the vo
1.2 million tons, of neutral shipping would b
of German bottoms interned in neutral port
39 percent decline in tonnage available to su
London would be "in the grip of that fear w
Holtzendorff confidently accepted "the cost
nor American money could arrive in Europe
was seconded by the Army Supreme C
Ludendorff), the Navy Office (Admiral Ed
Levetzow).

For, Holtzendorff offered a "new" concept
decade had passed since U-1 had gone dow
warfare at sea, wherein submarines replace
whereby ships and cargoes were to be
compilations, by both naval and civilian exp
political victory. New was the very concept
this kind of economic blockade. And new
children in particular were targeted for starv
The U-war reduced German strategy to one

But how had the admiral arrived at his bluep
root? And how accurate were they?

Another new element: Holtzendorff had gat
experts--the equivalent of a modern-day thi
the Discontogesellschaft-Magdeburg; the H
of the Berliner Tageblatt, Otto J hlinger; the
Professor Bruno Harms of Kiel University.
Holtzendorff's memorandum of December 2
the worlds of finance (Merk, Fink & Co. at
Norddeutsche Bank at Hamburg, and Zucks
and Foundries at H rde, Good Hope Foundr
agriculture (Chamber of Agriculture in Anha

from Dirschau). In short, the admiral made
section of Germany's leading financial, com
modern German history, a national grand st

The statistics that buttressed the official Adm
These included not only the London Ti
Economist, the Spectator, and the parliam
Seed & Oil Reporter, the Corn Trade News, th
the grain experts on the German Frankfurter

The various memoranda all agreed, to var
points. First was that the war had to be brou
"result in the exhaustion of all the belligeren
prediction of victory through the U-boats b
strategical views.

Second, Holtzendorff and his paladins agre
machinery; if it is once thrown into disord
without end." "Disorder" caused by raw mat
a grinding halt within five months of unrestr

Third, the German experts agreed that Brit
Germany). London lacked the requisite loca
and to carry out central directives "is lacking
meet such a crisis." In other words, the Briti
of "war socialism" and "war economy." St
cripple the national war effort and rising
laborers.

Fourth, Professor Levy, basing his research
Food of 1903-05, convinced the Admiral
important cereal." Holtzendorff and Levy ca
per week, at present levels of supply and res
differently, present provisions and reserve
Wheat imports from Canada and the United
and would soon fall to half due to a bad
Australia, India, and Argentina would dou
routes. All this would translate into food
Englishmen" of drastically reduced foodstu
direct result upon imports."

Fifth, Holtzendorff and Department B1 fol
financial burden imposed by increased
immediately, Britain's balance of payments
fall with English exports." But even more im
Manitoba Nr. 1 Wheat had gone up 258 per
than doubled in price since 1914; barley an
stood at twice their peacetime levels; cold st
tripled, and herring increased 600 percent in

Sixth, the Germans were mesmerized w
Scandinavian pit-prop timber (Grubenholz
bread of commercial life." The price of coal
best fields lay under German occupation, re
its part, drew half of its wood from Scandi

sinking rapidly; the price of Scandinavian
Holtzendorff opined, "are poor." In other wo
coal industry threatened to collapse.

Seventh, and perhaps most critically, the m
shipping tonnage under a microscope. Acco
million tons of merchant shipping; by late 1
redirection of bottoms to "other tasks." Spec
shipping had been requisitioned for "milita
million tons were under repair, and that 2
paper just 8 million tons. But closer exam
September 1916 showed that the real total w
the 900,000 tons of enemy shipping tradin
London could command at best 10.75 millio

This was the prey of the U-boats. For every
"grip of fear" would guarantee the success o
Heavy weather, inexperienced merchant cap
anticipated congestion in ports would milita
welcome sight"--a target-rich environment--

Eighth, Holtzendorff tied unrestricted subm
power. Since the High Sea Fleet had remaine
on energetic action at sea, and this could o
direction in 1897; the Reich's "economic and
was but one alternative: destruction of Britai
submarine war is the proper and only mean
memorandum by "guaranteeing" that "the
knees." Almost at the same time, he submitt
government.

With regard to force size, it should be pointe
issue in an impenetrable fog of uncertainty.
Hollweg had been forced to call a press con
that Germany was about to launch unrestr
leader of the pivotal Center Party, Matthias
more U-boats." And Grand Admiral von Tir
construction for fear of thereby watering d
experiments," did nothing to lay to rest su
sent a deputy, Lieutenant-Commander Hei
had "54 U-boats in commission" and "204
"total" force being on hand for "total" effort

The formal decision to launch the U-boa
admirals at Pless on January 9, 1917. It is
volume stress the "acceleration of time"--tha
to make decisions of immense importance i
(Hundred Years' War, Thirty Years' War, S
submarine warfare. The issue had been de
1915; Holtzendorff had taken sixteen mon
Officers, statesmen, politicians, and journal
other issue during the war. Rationality had
conclusion. And the Admiralty Staff's count
offered voluminous statistical material to bu

In the end, the decision of January 9 cam
internal political wrangling. Many of the U(submersibles) deserved a chance to prove
emotional conviction that only the U-boat
Germany could not survive another winte
(through victory). Yet others trumpeted the
Wunderwaffen, as Vergeltungswaffen that w
Some undoubtedly saw the U-war as the las
others simply yearned for a delivery system
Germany--and the accompanying high rate
Showalter argues in his contribution to this
to "total war." A very few among the ruling
the recourse to unrestricted submarine warf

The fact remains that, in the final analysis, t
the ground chosen by the navy: the plethora
calculations of British bottoms, coal, and fo
the tone of the debate, laid down its ground
Even the most bitter opponents of the UWeber already in March 1916 tried to lob
adopting unrestricted submarine warfare b
behalf. Secretary of the Treasury Karl He
subjected Holtzendorff's memoranda to c
attempt to defuse Admiralty Staff thinkin
Holtzendorff's calculations. Chancellor vo
offensive primarily on the basis of Holtzend
fall harvest." And as late as July 10, 1917, at
Albert Ballin, head of the Hamburg-Amer
Ludendorff strictly on the basis of Holtzendo
The Reality

How close did Imperial Germany's unrest
theoretical "standard" to "judge all wars b
extremely accurate. The U-boats for the firs
tons of shipping, and for the next two o
Holtzendorff's predictions of December 22,
predicted, was slow to develop: a mere 225
But Britain had not been "brought to its knee

What had gone wrong? In order to assess
totalization" that is the theme of this vo
calculations, but rather on the basis of hard
calculations against actual battlefront effecti

First, Holtzendorff and his experts failed to
inexhaustible lines of credits; can build up
believe in its future. In the British case, by 1
credits.

Second, a modern state's "machinery" is
planners had assumed. Rather, it is, in the
machine." The British economy had a great d
changes in imports and production.

Third, the British national character likew
predicted. Price mechanisms enabled Britai
mild forms of rationing, and by adding othe
in 1917-8 saved about thirteen weeks' consu
outdid the Germans when it came to "war
Olsen first argued, and as several others pap
of Shipping and a Food Production Departm
war oversaw 90 percent of the nation's impo
the country. In an almost obscene fashion,
even given the absence of 13,000 doctors
cardiovascular diseases, diarrheal disease
1912, 1913, and 1914. The mortality rate due
did that among women during childbirth a
among civilians was probably higher than it

Fourth, and most critically of all, Holtzend
accurately the bulk of statistical materials on
they assumed that there was no alternative t
Additionally, they failed to recognize that th
(compared to 308 acres in Germany and 46
the belief that the Royal Navy could at al
devoted to cultivated crops in 1915 than ther

Obviously, cultivation could be increased g
under a Cultivation of Lands Order in 1917 g
million acres of grasslands under the plow; a
planned for 1919. While this reduced meat s
by 2.3 million tons. Urban "garden allotme
which brought the most inclement harvest
levels by 1 million tons, oats by 1.4 million
that Britain turned almost 4 million acres of
the last two years of the war.

Another cardinal miscalculation by Admi
production. By assuming 1916 wheat out
appreciate that 1916 was an off-year due to c
annual production in 1913, 1914, and 1915
crop remained almost the same as that of 1
bushels). The rye harvest steadily increased
to 91 million in 1918. American wheat and
prewar levels. Moreover, the "total war" ad
from the 1915 wheat crop on July 1, 1916 sto
still measured 55.9 million.

Fifth, the unrestricted U-boat war did not de
vast and violent labor unrest. To be sure, p
alcoholic beverages, beer, coffee, sugar, che
were not adversely affected because of gene
flour, and milk by British working-class fam
had been before 1914; that of bacon, potatoe

Nor did the predicted surplus of unemploy
Quite the contrary. With millions of young
United Kingdom actually experienced an a
hard-pressed to make up for the shortage

men, and prisoners of war for agriculture a
paying jobs in the industrial and commun
time have no problem absorbing available l

Sixth, Holtzendorff's and Ludendorff's cu
British mines failed to hold. Once again, st
make. First and foremost, given that coal m
to pit-props, thus guaranteeing their avail
duration of the war, and the wood thus sav
Britain could conceivably have turned to the
the Channel with impunity. The hard realit
the commencement of unrestricted U-boat w
European neutrals--Denmark, the Netherla
maintain their trade (including wood and fo

Seventh, the Germans erred terribly in thei
Britain. They failed entirely to take into acco
they anticipate that London could requisitio
and set and enforce uniform insurance rates
thirty to forty vessels protected by an escort
1917, once ritualized it actually brought abo
predictable rhythms of arrivals and dep
anticipated congestion in British ports. And
more lengthy sea routes to Australia, India, a

Above all, the nature of merchant cargoes,
von Holtzendorff and his civilian experts fai
grain could be delivered by a mere four shi
higher priority, thus assuring the national ce

In fact, as the U-boat historian Bodo Herzog
oats for its race horses! No one in Berlin had
consumption at home, would eventually fre
American soldiers to France.

Eighth, the politics of unrestricted submarin
peace on August 1, 1917. Nor was General L
boat war. British coal mines did not close d
ply the Atlantic: only 393 of the 95,000 ships
transport was torpedoed en route to France
skilled labor developed. No public panic en

Ironically, the Russian Empire collapsed ju
submarine campaign on February 1, 1917. T
thereby turning the tide against Germany.
manned the front lines. They arrived in Fran
the eastern seaboard of the United States
"doughboys" escorted to France by the U.S.
been interned in American ports and later se

Finally, Germany never managed to mount
internal study by Lieutenant Ulrich-Eberha
1914 had estimated that at least 222 U-bo
shipping in the waters surrounding the Br
figure. For much of 1915, when the clamor

Germany had available in both the Atlantic
following year, when public speculation we
craft. Most of the Reich's treasure, labor, and
auspices of the "Hindenburg Program" and
1917, the date on which Holtzendorff's unres
stood at only 111 boats, of which 82 were
keeps in mind that at any given time one
another one-third were going to or returnin
mere 32 boats were on patrol in the North S
to bring Britain "to its knees." Moreover, on
Britain's west coast. In short, there existed
structure.

Nor did the U-boat force appreciate signific
debate over unrestricted submarine warfar
purpose. A mere 29 craft were ordered in 19
building contract was placed in the critical e
the boats ordered in and after May 1916 wer

Still, German yards proved unable to meet e
U-boat production consistently failed to
completed on time; 50 were six months beh
Boat Office to regulate the purchase, constru
December 5, 1917--four months after Ho
"Scheer program" of the autumn of 1918, w
national placebo, a propaganda effort to sh
volumes for the "blue-water" mentality of t
unrestricted submarine campaign, in the sp
great deal of time pondering the constructi
the war. What in October he termed "un
promotions and battlefleet symmetry.
The Verdict

Was Germany's unrestricted submarine wa
the rhetoric was "total," the reality was lim
civilian experts sought "total" victory over B
British women and children and workers
shipping--merchant as well as war, neutr
flagrantly ignored (indeed, violated) establ
were viewed by Berlin as targets on an eq
question that, as Wolfgang J. Mommsen h
qualitative shift in strategic thought" insofar

The cold-blooded calculus behind Holtzend
and neutral ships, women and children were
front-line troops. Septic columns of merch
Measures of caloric intake by Britain's wo
rehabilitated, of shells produced and fired
romanticism. No adventure. No individualis
target--in this case, torpedoes against steel
crisp charts of Allied Bomber Command in W
Defense Robert McNamara during the bom
worked in none of the cases cited. War rema

Germany's unrestricted submarine campaig
Twenty or thirty 500 to 700 ton U-boats on
simply were insufficient to do the job. As on
conceded: "The U-war was never unrestricte
forces. In the end, only death was "total": th
i n 199 U-boats at sea. It remained for ano
statistics.
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